
 Today's rare TWIN Sunday Training Sessions will cover a bit of Nefilim, Black Fire into Hell and 
the destruction of the god-damned communists, better known in these United States as the Democrat 
Party – with the Republican Party being damned little, if any, improvement. 
 
 First, the Nefilim – who have proven to be as deceitful as the High Order of Demons, and who 
have violated virtually every covenant in their Creation of Anusazi Permission Decree to the perpetual 
detriment of us – the Anusazi – for whom all the Anointeds in their Generations were sent to rescue as 
True and Righteous Spiritual Entities. 
 Following several years of personal Spiritual Development by Brigadier Kathryn Anne Malone, 
PK, and enduring a continuous accuracy beyond any question of ability – but enduring perpetual failure 
with respect to that accuracy that proved beyond happenstance and coincidence – it was decided that I 
should again attempt to find the cause for those perpetual failures. 
 First permit the evidence:  using the at-random lottery numbers as a comparison, Brigadier Malone 
correctly selected two out of three numbers on an average of five times out of six for a period of over 
three years; which is beyond any question of 'luck' or happenstance and coincidence.  Such continuous 
accuracy is otherwise impossible.  Yet, in all the five years of such accuracy, there was not one instance 
of three-out-of-three, which under the conditions of such said accuracy is also impossible. 
 Therefore, we have the established fact of Brigadier Malone's ability toward pre-Cognizance – 
with an obvious interference of some capable power.  It was that capable power I went looking for as I 
have often searched for Demons and their influences, and found nothing beyond the norm that kicking the 
hell out of them, pun intended, didn't eliminate.  The Demons were overjoyed, but they weren't the 
culprits.  They rejoiced and added their support of energies and influence, but they were not directing any 
part of the interference. 
 Upon a fly-by the night of 5 to 6 of July, 2010, I found a very well cloaked Djed (Tet) in a 
synchronous parking orbit target-centered on Austin and covering the area of Texas for several miles 
beyond the state borders.  Among other interferences, this Djed was being used to reset the lottery 
numbers within a three minute span at some thirty minutes of advance in order to present Brigadier 
Malone with inaccurate information.  Brigadier Malone would read the results at three minutes post-draw 
about an hour prior to actual, and the Djed would skewer those results by at least one number.  I spent the 
remainder of the night ensuring my own accuracy of the activity, gathering potential combat intelligence 
and consulting with my colleague Horsemen as to my alternatives. 
 As all True and Righteous Akurians are aware, sufficient damage to a spirit can result in instant 
parallel damage to the physical body; as those who have see me after such engagements can duly testify.  
It is that point of spiritual-impact equals physical-damage that all Akurians must be aware of to fully 
understand this engagement between myself, my Command, my fellow Horsemen and the Nefilim.  
Accounts of my previous engagements will be posted as soon as they can be scripted within the priorities 
of the Holy Order.  They are all available in the Akashic Records for those who want to view them in all 
their details.   
 Long story made short:  During an exchange the night of 7 to 8 July, 2010, I injured VahZeh, 
Second in Command to YahWeh (Jawaha), to the point he has been transported for extensive medical and 
restorative treatment, which he will survive but cannot return to duty. 
 I have continued my vengeance at each and every episode against me, any and all Akurians, my 
efforts and endeavors with respect to my Holy Commission.  This is keeping with Righteous Powers and 
Holy Authorities vested in me by earned right and Honorable Duty.  My Office and Title of "AVENGER" 
predates Moses. 
 
 What the hell is a Djed? 
 I want everybody to do some research about that very question.  A Djed is an ANCIENT 
Mesopotamian and Egyptian device of the Nefilim – with paintings of priests MOVING them, eliminating 



the claim they are a 'myth' – as nobody can MOVE a 'myth' and the cost of carving and painting in those 
days prohibited 'for-the-hell-of-it' productions. 
 We'll get into this one hell of a lot deeper in subsequent sessions if I live to deliver them. 
 A Djed is a very high-tech Nefilim device, used for everything from audio and video snooping to 
instant punishment.  It's other capabilities includes anti-gravity, precision machining with at least laser 
beams and possibly water-jet cutting; opening a HUGE set of questions and answers with respect to both 
mining and communications.  To my knowledge, there are no Djeds anywhere on or in the planet, but 
there ARE several – how many I don't know – fully cloaked and in orbit around the earth with spares and 
replacements stored and maintained on or in the moon. 
 For all intents and purposes, we, The Akurians, are at open War with the Nefilim with the sole and 
exclusive exception of that Mighty, Righteous and Honorable House of Horus.  Thus the NEED to use 
Black Fire into Hell – something that can be both dangerous and infinitely destructive. 
 
 Now the Democrat Communists: 
 In order to gain EXPERIENCE, we are going to practice on the United States Democrat Party due 
to their absolute preference for TOTAL Global Enslavement via Marxism, Communism, Fascism, 
Socialism, Progressivism and all other such damnations and High Treasons against the Constitution.  And 
we're going to concentrate MORE on the Democrat Party between now and the November General 
Election than the Nefilim as a matter of imminent priority. 
 Those of you who can open the file I sent everybody yesterday will see the INS> and SPK> marks 
at the beginning of each paragraph.  The INS indicates INSTRUCTIONS not to be spoken; and the SPK 
indicates the actual INVOCATION that must be spoken.  This still-incomplete Invocation of Truth is a lot 
more extensive than all previous invocations, and the word-file may be edited via cut'n'paste as we reset 
future priorities and targets. 
 YES!  With proper CAUTIONS in place, you may use this invocation for personal objectives, 
revenge, et cetera; but remember, I said "WITH PROPER CAUTIONS!"  Those cautions will be given 
and explained as we do our run-through.  This Invocation is NOT some ritualistic soap-opera!  It can and 
it does carry some very extreme penalties.  You DO NOT venture into the Depths of Hell with this 
procedure, but you DO send the selected target, a specific Body of Light modified for the purpose, and 
Black Fire into the uttermost Depths.  The binding, when done properly, is a permanent Testimony of the 
target, whether an organization, person or philosophy. 
 Akurians!  DO NOT attempt to use this invocation against anybody who either has a Holy Seal or 
is under the protection or authority of someone who does; as it will backfire with more fury than even we, 
the Akurians, can imagine.  Everyone else, kak-jews, hallelujah halfwits, programmed idiots – especially 
those on government payroll – are welcomed to attempt anything they want with this Invocation, as it will 
literally rip them and their damned socialist agenda apart. 
 For all those who want to RIDE instead of HAMMER, just go mute on your phone if you have 
one, or just listen very intently.  I will open the floor for questions from time to time, and all question 
segments are open to all as this is TRAINING; but please do NOT interrupt when we're in the midst of the 
Invocation. 
 
 In this Invocation of Truth you will send Black Fire into Hell.  NEVER descend into Hell 
with Black Fire attached to your presence!  NEVER!  You will make a SPECIFIC Body of Light for 
yourself – and ANOTHER SPECIFIC Body of Light to send into Hell loaded with Black Fire and 
the bastards of your intent. 
 Akurians!  DO NOT attempt to use this Invocation against anyone either with a Holy Seal or 
under the protection or authority of anyone with a Holy Seal.  It will backfire, and the consequences 
are disastrous.  However, we invite all socialists, hallelujah halfwits and programmed idiots – 
especially those on government payroll – to do their damnedest, as it spells the absolute destruction 
of their OWG agenda and TOTAL Global Enslavement. 



 I will note as we go INSTRUCTION or SPEAK.  When we must SPEAK, do so silently for 
this Training Session ONLY.  Once you've been through the drill, and have all questions and 
answers clear in your mind, you may do either as it suits you – silent or aloud.  As mentioned 
before, until I open the flood for questions, please do not interrupt. 
 

INITIAL PREPARATION 
 
[   INS> (tab) is an INSTRUCTION line … not to be spoken --- ] 
[   SPK> (tab) is an INVOCATION line … to be spoken ---        ] 
 
SPK>       VOAN KESLATA,  PZNION BHSAT  (As it is spoken, so let it be done.) 
 
INS>      Akurians, prepare yourself a Body of Light and stand it before you. 
INS>      Akurians, charge your Body of Light. 
INS>      Akurians, now ascend: 
 
SPK>       …Hathor … Hasterah … Hesterah … Ideah … Hakarmah … Hasannah … AKASHA … AIR 
… FIRE … WATER … EARTH. 
 
INS>      Akurians, now descend: 
 
SPK>      … Hasannah … Hakarmah … Ideah … Hesterah … Hasterah … Hathor. 
 
INS>      Akurians, now send your Body of Light as an Angel Standing in the Sun and charge it with all 
Sun energies, burning off any remaining negatives. 
INS>      Akurians, now send your Body of Light to the center of the Sun and with either hand, squeeze a 
handful of Black Fire, taking as little as a hard clinched fist will contain. 
INS>      Akurians, now with the smallest amount of Black Fire you can hold, return trailing a Sun Link 
that fills your whole Body of Light and attach it to your Physical Body.  Keep this BOL within you.  You 
will make another Body of Light, turn it into a Body of Damnation to send into Hell with its contents to 
remain forever. 
 

INVOCATION OF TRUTH 
 

SPK>      By the Righteous Powers and Holy Authorities of my own I AM CONSCIOUS I (Your Name) 
a (Your Akurian Station) Servant of Supreme Lord of all High Lords El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, He 
That Is Called By The Name of The Most High, call forth and summon all the energies, forces, powers, 
authorities, frequencies and momentums of All The Elements of Akasha, Air, Fire, Water and Earth in All 
Creation from All The Holy Realms of All The Heavens Above All The Earths, from All The Realms of 
All The Earths, from All The Depths Beneath All The Earths and All Eight Divine Winds thereof: 
 
SPK>      HERE AND NOW COME FORTH INTO MY PRESENCE DO MY BIDDING AND YOU 
SHALL DENY ME NOT! 
 
SPK>      I summon Archangel Raphael (RAF-A-EL), the East Wind Apelotes (A-PEL-O-TEES), the 
servant Wind Eurea (E-UR-A), Bahaliel (BA-HAL-E-EL), and Holy Sarabotes (SAR-A-BO-TES); 
 
SPK>      I summon Archangel Michael (MI-KAL), the South Wind Notae (NO-TAY), the servant Wind 
Lipae (LI-PAY), Nafriel (NAY-FRI-EL), and Holy Jehuel (YEH-WHO-EL); 
 



SPK>      I summon Archangel Gabriel (GAB-RA-EL), the West Wind Zephyros (ZEF-OR-A-EE), the 
servant Wind Skiron (SKY-RON), Aniel (A-NI-EL), and Holy Hamal (HAY-MILE); 
 
SPK>      I summon Archangel Uriel (UR-E-EL), the North Wind Boreas (BOR-US), the servant Wind 
Kaikias (KAY-KI-US), Beli (BEL-I), and Holy Forlok (FOR-LOCK); 
 
SPK>      I summon Archangel Remiel (RE-MI-EL), Ruler of All the Binding in All the Heavens Above 
All the Earths and in All the Earths and in All the Depths Beneath All the Earths; 
 
SPK>      I summon Archangel Raguel (RA-U-EL), Ruler of the Loosening in All the Heavens Above All 
the Earths and in All the Earths and in All the Depths Beneath All the Earths; 
 
SPK>      I summon Archangel Zerachiel (ZER-AK-E-EL), First Guardian of All the Holy Anointed 
Witnesses in Their Generations, Communicator Between The Holy Altar and the Ark of the Covenant of 
The Most High, Servant of The Most High Lord God of All Creation and The First I Am; 
 
SPK>      I summon Ben Nez (BEN-NEZ), Guard of the Main Gates of the East Wind Pruel (PRU-EL), 
Guard of the Main Gates of the West wind Druiel (DRU-E-EL), Guard of the Main Gates of the South 
Wind Albim (AL-BI-M), Guard of the Main Gates of the North Wind Yhodukah (YHO-DU-KA): 
 
SPK>      I REQUIRE ALL OF YOU HERE AND NOW TO HEAR AND IMMEDIATELY CAUSE TO 
BE MANIFEST IN EARTH MY COMMANDS, AND YOU SHALL DENY ME NOT: 
 
SPK>      ALL BLESSINGS OF THE MOST HIGH BE UPON TRUE AND RIGHTEOUS AKURIANS! 
 
INS>      Akurians, make a new Body of Light and insert the Black Fire you retrieved into it declaring it 
to then and there become a Body of Damnation. 
INS>      (Edit this Preamble as necessary in the future.) 
INS>      Charge the Body of Damnation: 
 
SPK>      AKASHA – You shall here and now and forever after deprive this Body of Damnation and all 
its contents of any and all room to exist, together with all life, comforts, pleasures and accomplishments:  
they shall not exist in Hasannah, Hakarmah, Ideah, Hesterah, Hasterah, Hathor or Earth! 
 
SPK>      AIR – You shall here and now and forever after deprive this Body of Damnation and all its 
contents of any and all motion in all the Earths and in all the Heavens above all the Earths, and stop and 
bind them in all the Depths of Hell Beneath all the Earths, Deros, Danaka, Hadesse, Gehenna, Heleeah, 
Hapurdom and Perditon. 
 
SPK>      FIRE – You shall here and now and forever after deprive this Body of Damnation and all its 
contents of any and all expansion in all the Earths and in all the Heavens above all the Earths, and expand 
and bind them in all the Depths of Hell Beneath all the Earths, Deros, Danaka, Hadesse, Gehenna, 
Heleeah, Hapurdom and Perditon. 
 
SPK>      WATER – You shall here and now and forever after deprive this Body of Damnation and all its 
contents of any and all control in all the Earths and in all the Heavens above all the Earths, and control 
and bind them in all the Depths of Hell Beneath all the Earths, Deros, Danaka, Hadesse, Gehenna, 
Heleeah, Hapurdom and Perditon. 
 



SPK>      EARTH – You shall here and now and forever after deprive this Body of Damnation and all its 
contents of any and all manifestation in all the Earths and in all the Heavens above all the Earths, and 
manifest and bind them in all the Depths of Hell Beneath all the Earths, Deros, Danaka, Hadesse, 
Gehenna, Heleeah, Hapurdom and Perditon. 
 
SPK>      East Wind Apelotes, servant Wind Eurea, South Wind Notae, servant Wind Lipae, West Wind 
Zephyros, servant Wind Skiron, North Wind Boreas, servant Wind Kaikias:  We, the Righteous Sons and 
Daughters of Akuria, command you to take all motion, momentum, heat, expansion, control, hope, 
communications, understanding, credibility, sympathies, money, power, influences and any and all 
success from any and all minds, consciousnesses, souls, and spirits of United States Democrat sympathy 
or persuasion -- including any actual or potential Democrat voter, associate or supporter, open or secret; 
and to direct all such energies and forces into an immediate manifestation of complete destruction thereof! 
 
SPK>      COME NOW TO ME:  ALL FORCES, ENERGIES, POWERS, AUTHORITIES, THOUGHTS 
AND ENDEAVORS OF ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES 
DEMOCRAT PARTY; AND BE YOU BOUND IN THE ENTIRETY OF YOUR ESSENCE! 
 
INS>      (INSERT ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC TARGETS HERE - - - OBSERVE WORD/ENERGY 
LIMIT) 
INS>      Insert all these gathered energies into your standing Body of Light, and BIND THEM THERE 
FOREVER making both into a Body of Damnation!  Then invoke the Body of Light and its contents: 
 
SPK>      ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT PARTY; 
come now to me, for you are called to my Judgment! 
 
SPK>      ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT PARTY; 
you have been weighed in the balance and found wanting:  liar, murderer, traitor, thief, practicing all 
manner of perversion, unclean and unrighteous. 
 
SPK>      ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT PARTY; 
you are not worthy to continue upon the Earth nor in any Realm of comfort. 
 
SPK>      ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT PARTY; 
abomination you have practiced and abomination you shall receive – here and now – Winds of Perditon, 
Black Flames of Perditon, Death of Perditon, Agony of Perditon, infest, infect and spoil these three of evil 
like unto yourselves and spare them not! 
 
SPK>      Spirits of ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT 
PARTY;  you are now infested and infected with the eternal Vile and Foul Winds of Perditon from the 
Depths of Hell which you cannot escape, reduce or remove, and all socialist deprivations you seek for 
anyone and everyone else shall forever be your lot in life and your Eternal Destiny.  The Vile and Foul 
Winds of Perdition weaken and destroy you in all your vitals, in all your being; and in all you endeavor to 
accomplish you are without strength and without endurance and without success.  You shall suffer 
complete failure of all you shall attempt under any guise whatsoever; all your family, friends, colleagues 
and fellows shall abandon you and turn against you in total contempt and anger, fulfilling the Vile and 
Foul Winds of Perditon.  You shall not stand; neither shall you prevail.  Your intestines shall revile you 
and you shall never again know peace.  You shall rot and decay in all your flesh and bones. 
 
SPK>      Spirits of ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT 
PARTY;  you are now infested and infected with the eternal Vile and Foul Black Flames of Perditon from 



the Depths of Hell which you cannot escape, reduce or remove, and all agonies of poverty, deprivation 
and desecration including all deaths, injuries, suffering and all socialist enslavements you seek for anyone 
and everyone else shall forever be your lot in life and your Eternal Destiny.  The Vile and Foul Black 
Flames of Perditon weaken and destroy you in all your vitals, in all your being; and in all you endeavor to 
accomplish you are without strength and without endurance and without success.  You shall suffer 
complete failure of all you shall attempt under any guise whatsoever; all your family, friends, colleagues 
and fellows shall abandon you and turn against you in total contempt and anger, fulfilling the Vile and 
Foul Black Flames of Perditon.  You shall not stand, neither shall you prevail.  Your body shall revile you 
and you shall never again know any comfort.  You shall rot and decay in all your flesh and bones. 
 
SPK>      Spirits of ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT 
PARTY;  you are now infested and infected with the eternal Vile and Foul Death of Perditon from the 
Depths of Hell which you cannot escape, reduce or remove, and all agonies of death, injury, trauma and 
hardship of anyone and everyone including all military and paramilitary you seek for anyone and 
everyone else shall forever be your lot in life and your Eternal Destiny.  The Vile and Foul Death of 
Perdition weaken and destroy you in all your vitals, in all your being; and in all you endeavor to 
accomplish you are without strength and without endurance and without success.  Your decisions shall 
turn against you in all fury and you shall not prevail nor succeed in anything; all your family, friends, 
colleagues and fellows shall abandon you and turn against you in total contempt and anger, fulfilling the 
Vile and Foul Death of Perditon.  You shall not stand, neither shall you prevail.  Your consciousness shall 
revile you and you shall never again know anything of worth or value.  You shall rot and decay in all your 
flesh and bones. 
 
SPK>      Spirits of ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT 
PARTY;  you are now infested and infected with the eternal Vile and Foul Agony of Perdition from the 
Depths of Hell which you cannot escape, reduce or remove, and all agonies of disease, plague, famine, 
poverty, deprivation, desecration and socialism you seek for anyone and everyone else shall forever be 
your lot in life and your Eternal Destiny.  The Vile and Foul Agony of Perdition weaken and destroy you 
in all your vitals, in all your being; and in all you endeavor to accomplish you are without strength and 
without endurance and without success.  Your treasons shall turn against you in all fury and you shall not 
prevail nor succeed in anything; all your family, friends, colleagues and fellows shall abandon you and 
turn against you in total contempt and anger, fulfilling the Vile and Foul Agony of Perditon.  You shall 
not stand, neither shall you prevail.  Your consciousness shall revile you and you shall never again know 
anything of worth or value.  You shall rot and decay in all your flesh and bones. 
 
SPK>      ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT PARTY; 
you have been weighed in the balance and found wanting:  liar, murderer, traitor, thief, practicing all 
manner of perversion, unclean and unrighteous; so you have been adjudicated and found guilty. 
 
SPK>      ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT PARTY; 
you are not worthy to continue upon the Earth nor in any Realm of civility, for there is neither decency 
nor righteousness in you. 
 
SPK>      ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT PARTY; 
abomination you have practiced and abomination you shall receive – here and now – Winds of Perditon, 
Black Flames of Perditon, Death of Perditon, Agony of Perditon, infest, infect, spoil and consume these 
three of evil like unto yourselves and spare them not! 
 
SPK>      ALL SOCIALISM AND SOCIALISTS OF THE UNITED STATES DEMOCRAT PARTY; go 
now from me, for you are sentenced and Cursed to Hell by my Judgment! 



 
SPK>      Guardian Winds of Hell, attend me that none is this Body of Damnation escape! 
 
SPK>      Black Flames of Hell, do my bidding and burn all this Body of Damnation! 
 
SPK>      Death, come and obey me and slay all in this Body of the Damned! 
 
SPK>      Agony of Hell, go where I send you and consume all in this Body of the Damned! 
 
SPK>      You shall deny me not! 
 
INS>      Lower this Body of the Damned to Hapurdom and Invoke: 
 
SPK>      Perditon, surrender yourself to my command, Open your endless depths! 
 
SPK>      Winds of Perditon, Black Flames of Perditon, Death of Perditon, Agony of Perditon, come forth 
in great quantity and resign yourself to my command! 
 
SPK>      Now, Winds of Perditon, Black Flames of Perditon, Death of Perditon, Agony of Perditon, 
spare not this Body of Damnation and venture not anywhere else until all shall exclaim, "Blessed is He 
that comes in the Name of The Most High with the Name of the Most High upon Him, El Aku ALIHA 
ASUR HIGH!" 
 
SPK>      I have spoken it and the Main Gates of Hell are forever closed and locked and shall not attempt 
against it. 
 
SPK>      EARTH! 
 
INS>      Akurians, recharge your Body of Light. 
INS>      DO NOT secure Black Fire. 
INS>      Akurians, now ascend: 
 
SPK>       …Hathor … Hasterah … Hesterah … Ideah … Hakarmah … Hasannah … AKASHA … AIR 
… FIRE … WATER … EARTH. 
 
INS>      Akurians, now descend: 
 
SPK>      … Hasannah … Hakarmah … Ideah … Hesterah … Hasterah … Hathor. 
 
SPK>      ASUM DE AL HMONGA!   (All energies hear me.) 
 

FINISH 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 
 Next Sunday we're going to take on the Nefilim proper, the Royal House of Anu, Ruling Monarch 
fo the planet Nibiru and all other Nefilim besides the Mighty, Righteous and Honorable House of Horus.  
To bring things into focus a bit more, we are going to deal with the Nefilim as we would any other mortal 



enemy – because THAT is exactly what they are.  We are ordered NOT to destroy them to a person, as 
The Most High still wants a pound of their ass for their damnations. 
 A bit of background:  when Brigadier Malone and I brought the Nefilim's involvements into our 
clear light of day, Nefilim High Priests made some derogatory remarks about me and My Holy 
Appointment that The Most High took personal offense of too!  The idiot bastards didn't even consider 
that The Most High Named His Name on me – making any and all derogatory statements and actions 
against me and equal derogatory against His Name and thus against Him!  Read the First TWO 
Commandments, and you'll instantly get the picture. 
 While the High Houses of Nibiru were putting together a presentation before The Most High to 
either document, explain themselves or apologize, I was summoned for a New Moon Audience last 08 
September 2010.  As soon as I can get it scripted and edited, we'll post it for everybody.  It's an eye-
opener, as Audiences always are.  The actual Audience with the Nefilim hasn't happened yet, and we'll do 
the same follow up once it occurs.  Please note, that Audience may take more than one session – 
depending on how mad The Most High gets in the process. 
 The Invocation of Truth we just ran through will be cut'n'pasted with the proper names, times, 
dates, places, et cetera, to apply it to the Nefilim.  Even so, until the November Elections are behind us, 
the Democrat COMMUNIST Party is going to remain our Prime Priority and Objective. 
 
 


